The history of television programmes sold internationally for local adaptation—today commonly referred to as ‘TV formats’ in both industry and academia—can be traced back to the 1950s. Until the 1980s and 90s, when the franchising of US, Australian and Dutch game show formats became popular in Europe, only a handful of formats were licensed, though, and even then the growing, but still negligible trade garnered little attention. This changed when format sales accelerated during the first decade of the new millennium due to the success of the new reality genre (e.g. Big Brother, Deal or No Deal, Come Dine with Me). The enormous popularity of reality programmes with audiences across the world was unexpected. International demand for these cost effective and easy to localise programmes grew quickly, and the format business—helped by a sustained format promotion campaign—picked up in earnest.

In 2000, FRAPA, the Format Recognition and Protection Association, was set up and during the ensuing years references to TV formats increased notably in industry trade journals (e.g., Broadcast, Variety). Some, including Television Business International (TBI Formats), World Screen (TV Formats) and C21 (Formats Lab), launched dedicated format publications. In 2003 FRAPA launched the Format Awards and in 2007, to increase format visibility moved them to Europe’s largest programme market, MipCom, and rebranded them as C21/FRAPA Format Awards. In 2009 C21FormatsLab and Mip organiser Reed Midem jointly launched, MipFormats, a dedicated two-day international...
TV format showcase preceding MipTV in April each year. Today, nearly all kinds of genres are formatted, both scripted and un-scripted. However, game and talent shows, reality and factual entertainment still dominate the trade.

Europe was at the forefront of developing reality and factual entertainment programmes (e.g. Big Brother, I’m a Celebrity Get Me Out of Here!, Farmer Wants a Wife) and as a result moved into the international spotlight during the defining decade of the format business, with lasting benefits. Throughout the 2000s European countries had a combined market share of over 60% of exported formats, both in terms of revenues and the number of formats sold globally.2

Scandinavian countries produced a few of the early international reality format sales, most notably, Survivor. Europe’s outstanding position is based on the strength and early innovations of Dutch Endemol (today Endemol Shine Group), along with the early international sales successes of various small British independent production companies, many of which have subsequently grown into ‘super-indies.’ Most importantly these include All3Media, RDF Media (now RDF Television and part of the Zodiak Media Group), Shed Media (now owned by Warner Bros. Entertainment) and Shine Group.3 Together with London-headquartered and broadcaster affiliated FremantleMedia, ITV Studios and BBC Worldwide, the super-indies are responsible for maintaining the UK’s place as format market leader. In 2014, UK-based companies still accounted for 30% of all non-scripted formats launched in two or more territories. The US was in second place (13%), the Netherlands in third place (10%).4

With Europe’s significant historical and still dominant role in the format business, it seemed apposite to dedicate a VIEW issue to formats. Moreover, with the business still growing it seems important that television researchers continue to explore format history, theory, methodology and current trends.

2 History of Format Research

The history of academic format research dates back to the 1990s.5 But like in industry circles, academic attention truly turned towards (licensed) formats only in the new millennium. Especially during the past 10 years format scholarship has grown and developed into a field of its own, producing several monographs,6 format anthologies,7 a special issue on TV formats in Critical Studies in Television, and a growing number of individual journal articles.

The most common approaches to format study include historical research,8 political economy and media management,9 and cultural analysis, with the latter usually taking the form of an exploration of how ‘the local’ finds expression in format
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adaptation, comparing adaptations, evaluating formats. Some scholars focus on particular markets and their context, often mixing economic and cultural analysis. More recently format researchers have begun to focus on less frequently formatted genres, including scripted and children’s, as well as format audiences.

Theoretically no consensus has yet been found on what exactly is a TV format and how it should be understood. In his recent monograph, Jean Chalaby helpfully assembles four definitions to highlight different aspects: TV Format as licensed remake, recipe, method of production and proof of concept. But scholars more interested in cultural analysis, like Joseph Straubhaar, Tasha Oren and Sharon Shahaf, have argued that economic based definitions are too narrow. For a more nuanced historical and theoretical understanding of TV programme adaptation and imitation, they contend, generic adaptations in the form of textual characteristics, production practices and audience address—all of which can also be found in unlicensed appropriations—also need to be considered.

Methodologically, too, formats, which are global in nature, raise challenges. The world is a big place. Markets and their contexts vary hugely in economic, cultural, technological and policy terms; and the enormous growth in distribution platforms and changing consumption habits, too, seem to make it ever more difficult to approach format phenomena holistically. The complexity is augmented by the fact that formats are highly commercialised television products, yet undoubtedly possess (often great) cultural significance, both locally and transnationally. Finally, there are numerous sites of negotiation and adaptation and countless reasons for making individual changes in the adaptation process. In short, if we truly want to understand formats there are a lot of things to be considered.
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This issue hopes to make a further contribution to dealing with the methodological and theoretical challenges and to filling some of the gaps left in format research to date. The exploratory contributions by Heidi Keinonen and Edward Larkey, Landry Digeon and Ibrahim Er critically reflect on issues of format methodology. In “Television format as a site of cultural negotiation: Studying the structures, agencies and practices of format adaptation,” Keinonen attempts to bridge the chasm between textual analyses of individual format adaptations, which often focus nearly exclusively on culture and cultural explanations, on the one hand, and research concerning the global format trade, which foregrounds economic arguments at the expense of cultural considerations, on the other. Drawing on structuration theory and media industry research she proposes that we should study formats as complex sites of cultural negotiation. This requires that we study the various levels of television culture with their multiple impact factors. Moreover, in order to be able to do so it requires a multi-method approach.

Larkey, Digeon and Er’s innovative contribution to format methodology consists in a digital toolbox, which the three authors have developed for comparing TV Formats and measuring transnationalism. The tools they introduce are aimed at collating quantitative data based on temporal parameters of episode or genre structure, content, sequencing and narrative structure. Generating data this way allows us to compare the different dimensions of adaptations in a much more scientific, quantifiable way. It also allows us to establish adaptation typologies, useful for classifying all kinds of appropriations and detecting trends and deviations.

Jolien van Keulen’s contribution looks at the glocality of programme aesthetics and the role that stylistic programme elements play in format localization. Textual format analyses, this young scholar rightly notes, often focus on content adaptation. However, there is little research into aesthetics. Using the Dutch and Australian versions of Farmer Wants a Wife for a comparative case study she explores and assesses competing theoretical arguments that have been made, on the one hand, for an inevitably transnationalising television aesthetic, and on the other, a persistent place-culture specific aesthetic.

Cecilia Penati attends to another gap in format research, the role of formats on digital niche channels. Exploring Italian digital channels targeting women, she finds that first they rely heavily on international factual entertainment formats and secondly there is an intriguing pattern and usage, involving the combination of UK, US and domestic versions. Using the reality documentary, Don’t Tell the Bride, Penati demonstrates how international and domestic versions are used alongside each other and how they differ. This is a deliberate choice, to satisfy differing uses and gratifications: the international versions offer romanticism and escapism; the domestic adaptation both representations of Italy and self and practical advice on how to arrange a low budget traditional wedding. Moreover, the use of multiple versions helps fill programme schedules and promote the programme brand.

Two further exploratory contributions are concerned with business practice and branding. In “Meet the Predators: The Branding Practices behind Dragons’ Den, Shark Tank, and Höhle der Löwen” Sabine Baumann and Ulrike Rohn use the popular Dragons’ Den format to explore the intricate co-branding relations and extensive brand extensions that increasingly define international commercial TV programming. Michael L. Wayne uses The Bridge (the US adaptation of the Danish-Swedish series Broen/Bron) to argue that the brand identity of a cable channels is central to understanding the success or failure of European television formats with American audiences. The autistic, female protagonist of the show, he maintains, was a poor fit for FX, a channel whose target audience is 18–49 year-old white men. Even more than Penati and van Keulen, Wayne rightly highlights the significance of the target audience, which all too often is ignored in format scholarship.

In the ‘discovery section,’ Paola Savini and Merav Schiffmann both take an in-depth look at musical talent shows. Savini explores the popular Spanish music format Operación Triunfo (RTVE-Telecinco, 2001–2011), arguing that it worked well both commercially and socially and therefore can be seen as both “a shining example of a good communication project” and as possessing the perfect balance between the global and the local. Schiffmann’s contribution focuses on the Israeli format Rising Star, which flopped in Europe and internationally in 2014 and 2015 despite great international interest and expectations.
Schiffmann, who is one of our two industry contributors, worked with Keshet Broadcasting, the home of Rising Star, for ten years as Head of Innovation, New Media Research and Global Audience. Keshet is an interesting company as it has shown how a company from a relatively small or marginal television market can, through a policy of developing format sales, become a global player. Keshet’s drama Hatufim (Prisoners of War) was adapted into the Fox/Showtime hit Homeland, and more recently another drama, The A Word, was remade in a BBC version. Schiffman’s critical, in-depth analysis of the development, rapid international rollout and eventual failure of Rising Star provides us with a rare insider account and fascinating insights into how much research and development (R&D) as well as promotion go into the creation and sale of an international format, and how easily commercial success can fail to materialise despite the best efforts and prospects.

Our second industry contribution sees Takeshi Murakoshi turning to Europe in search for explanations why his home country has only played a limited role in the global format business to date despite Japan’s television market being the second biggest in the world. Asking industry executives by means of questionnaires and interviews, he finds that impeding elements include not just the unique ‘variety show’ presentation style of Japanese light entertainment, but also the lack of dedicated format personnel and Japanese-style business practices that hamper international sales. Changing business practices and structure, introducing flying producers, and learning by buying foreign TV formats, are the solutions he recommends.
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